
ST A RT  T O D AY O U R CO U RSE

Airm ax Aviat ion follows 

 computerbased instruction course for Private Pilot and Instrument Rating

"The Wings." This program is a fully integrated with last FAA updates and provide 11-16  
hours course where students attend our school and  participate during course.

It combines sharp video production and the latest instructional aids with the 
expertise and experience of ASA?s representatives and providing trusted materials to 
prepare for FAA tests. ASA Test Prep Books include questions and answer stems 
representative of all FAA knowledge exams. Supported with explanations and 
organized into chapters based on subject matter for efficient studying, each chapter 
identifies the specific questions for which test they apply to. The FAA Computer 
Testing Supplement is included with course, and updates to questions and answers 
are provided as free downloads so students can be confident they are studying the 
most current and accurate information available. The test supplement books are 
also available and included in the course. Your Flight Instructor collaborates and 
supports during course, helps  you to understand the topic  in greater detail.



FAQ
 Online Ground courses virsus Tradit ional Course. Don't  you t h ink  t o t ake online ground 
course is bet t er? 

So maybe online Sporty's or Ripoff King School is what you planned from the start.  Many people 
cannot attend regular class meetings and therefore must utilize online learning but let me give 
you some reasons why its not that efficient.

Live Attendance

Psychologists have proven that the interaction with audience provides  better learning skills and 
help you to interpret and recall the information being presented much faster.

Lack of Memory and Learning Development 

Why do many students sign up for online courses? Well, one reason is of course the fact that they 
do not have to attend an actual class and can learn at home. A more serious, unspoken reason 
however may be the fact that online learning does not require the student to study or memorize 
material in the way that traditional learning does.

Students have the ability to use a book and quickly look up answers online. When someone does 
not have to study and memorize material, it does not embed in his or her long term memory the 
way it does when they do study it. This is a serious flaw with online courses. It does not promote 
memory development. Students may not realize it while enrolled in a difficult course, but they will 
better appreciate the education they receive in school if they are required to put in more effort in 
obtaining it. A child does not learn how to spell by looking up words in a dictionary, he memorizes 
the words using flashcards or something similar. This is what enables him to actually learn.

Lack of Student Motivation 

One problem with online classes is that all too often, they motivate us to get a degree, but not to 
learn. Having debates and in class discussions with classmates who all have unique personalities 
motivates you to develop their own opinions. It motivates them to want to voice their opinions. If 
a student is scared to voice his or her opinion, the classroom is the place he will practice 
overcoming that fear, not online.

When students receive face to face verbal feedback and constructive criticism from others, it 
instills in them a motivation. It is the relationships and bonds that are formed that give face to 
face learning an advantage over online learning.

Motivation is a skill that cannot be developed when students are allowed to complete task at their 
own leisure. They may get the work done, but this does not teach a student how to complete task 
under the pressure of time. During your flight careers, you will need to complete task in a certain 
amount of time on a way when they are told.



How can i at t end t he school if  I work  fu l l t im e?

Our schedule is very flexible and we approach every student 's  time  individually.

How m uch it  cost ?

The PPL and IR cost are the same amount which is $419 . We accept credit cards, visa, 
check.

Does it  help for  preparat ion for  your  oral Pract ical t est  Exam ?

Absolutely. Your ground course is good not only for FAA written test but also for 
preparation for your final practical exam.

Do you provide Logbook endorsem ent  at  t he end of  t he course in order  t o get  m y 
wr it t en t est  done?

Yes, as soon as you are fully completed the ground course and finished prep book 
questionaire,your flight instructor signs you off for your Knowledge test Exam.

Please, SUBMIT YOUR APPLICATION on main page 

Thank you
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